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German coatings
specialist
Ceramic
Polymer is
supplying its
Proguard epoxy
coating for hot
refurbishment of
a leaking 90km
oil pipeline in
Iran – its largest
pipe coating
project to date

Ceramic Polymer provides hot
solution for Iranian pipeline
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Proguard CN100iso external pipe coating performance
Units/Test
Design lifetime

50 years

Values

Salt spray ASTM B117

Abrasion resistance

Good due to ceramic particulate filler

pH resistance

1.5 – 14

Max operating temperature (dry)

170˚C continuous/190˚C intermittent

Max operating temperature (wet)

150˚C continuous/170˚C intermittent

Primer

None required, high adhesion to steel

System thickness

1.0-1.5mm

Cathodic Protection

Good

25,000 hours

ASTM D4060

Abrasion loss 10-12mg

ISO 4624

34-37 N/mm2

ASTM G8
ASTM G 95 87(98)
API RP5L7

0.0mm disbonding. No blisters

Source: Ceramic Polymer

its resistance to abrasion. The coating offers an

pipe coating project, Roehl says the company is not

adhesion value of greater than 27 N/mm2 according to

unused to the requirements of the pipeline industry.

ISO 4624 and complies with ISO 10290 requirements

“We have not done a big external long pipeline job

and the local Iranian Pipeline Standard IGS-TP-016.

before, but have done some special pipe jobs like
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like the Proguard CN100iso product it also contains
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The refurbishment project is being carried out by

micro-sized ceramic particles to enhance abrasion

Polymer epoxy

Azerbaijan-based contractor Eibak Azer. It involves

resistance. Ceramic Polymer claims the 9351 grade

excavating sections of the pipeline, removing the PP
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wrapping tapes and repairing leaks by welding on steel
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patches. The repaired pipeline is then grit blasted and

❙ www.ceramic-polymer.de

while the
pipeline
remains in
operation

the Proguard CN100iso coating applied using a Graco
X70 airless spray pump. No primer is required.
The CN100iso system is delivered to the site in the
required 10:1 ratio of base to hardener ready for mixing
and application. A 1.5mm DFT layer is built up by the
application of several wet-on-wet coats. The coating is
touch-dry within 30 minutes. “The pipeline itself is
between 60˚C to 90˚C. That is hot enough to cure the
coating very fast,” says Roehl.
More than 10km of the pipeline has already been
repaired. Ceramic Polymer says more than 80 tonnes of
the Polyguard CN100iso coating has been supplied to
date; the entire six month project is expected to
consume around 700 tonnes. The company has
guaranteed the coating for a period of 25 years.
Alhough this is Ceramic Polymer’s first long length
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